WEDNESDAY

Engaging a data focused world is a required
talent for a CEO
Building a data-engaged credit union might be a
key success factor for your future
November 9, 2016

CEO School helps CEOs
understand what they
should be thinking about
when it comes to getting
the most from their
investments in technology
and our network
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A Second Shot at CEO School Every Year
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A Decade of CEO School
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2006

What a CEO Should Know about Member Data; Leading Meetings; Reporting; Digital Content; Working with Your
Peers

2007

What a CEO Should Know about Member Data; Leading Meetings; Driving the Buzz With Your Membership;
Understanding Service Income; Networking Credit Unions for Growth; Working Under the Best Contracts

2008

What CEOs Should Have On Their Radar: Achieving the lowest cost of going active with innovation; Having the
lowest cost in the industry for compliance; Being known as one of the most aggressive mortgage servicing networks

2009

Getting a Handle on Automated Service Income; Pinning Down the “Duh” Statistics; Learn From a Peer; Reviewing
CEO Dashboards

2010

Putting on your Developer Hat; Introducing the Analytics Team; A new style/template for analysis; Micro-awareness
vs. Micromanagement; Pushing the buttons (or assigning someone to push them for you)

2011

Building Solutions With the Spirit of Collaborative Venture Capitalists: What a CEO Needs to Know (pushing the
buttons or having someone push them for you); CEOs as Solution Designers; CEOs Inspiring Your Teams to be
Developers; CEOs Creating an Innovator’s Culture

2012

A Community Focused On Driving Opportunity: Actionable Analytical Approach; Making Ownership Real; Do You
Have an Online Channel Strategy?

2013

Responding to the Challenges of Big Data: Actionable Analytical Approach 2.0; Patronage Databases; Big projects
where CEOs need to lead the way

2014

A Day of Mentoring and Coaching around Using CU*BASE Tools: Actionable Analytical Approach 3.0; Moving Data
to the Edge of Your Cooperative; Retooling for the Next Decade at CUs & Our CUSO

2015

A Day of Mentoring and Coaching around Using CU*BASE Tools: Data 2016, Behind the Firewall; Data 2016, Out in
the Open, Extended for the World to See; Building a Collaborative Bench of Data Analysts

It’s intuitive
that data is the
key to
answering the
riddles that
perplex every
business . . . but
what is intuitive
is not always
simple to act on
At CU*Answers,
we’re pushing
our network
and customerowners to crack
the riddle
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Can you match how you’ve applied what we talked about

ongoing
tactics?
Building Solutions With the Spirit of Collaborative Venture
Capitalists:
What a CEO Needs to Know (pushing the
buttons or having someone push them for you); CEOs as Solution Designers; CEOs Inspiring Your Teams to be
Developers; CEOs Creating an Innovator’s Culture
Are you a stronger CEO and more competitive

A Community Focused On Driving Opportunity: Actionable Analytical Approach; Making Ownership Real; Do You
than
ever? If not, maybe we should burn it down and
Have an Online Channel
Strategy?

2013

push for
someApproach
evolution.
Responding to the Challenges of Big Data: Actionable
Analytical
2.0; Patronage Databases; Big projects
where CEOs need to lead the way

2014

A Day of Mentoring and Coaching around Using CU*BASE Tools: Actionable Analytical Approach 3.0; Moving Data
to the Edge of Your Cooperative; Retooling for the Next Decade at CUs & Our CUSO

2015

A Day of Mentoring and Coaching around Using CU*BASE Tools: Data 2016, Behind the Firewall; Data 2016, Out in
the Open, Extended for the World to See; Building a Collaborative Bench of Data Analysts

It’s intuitive
that data is the
key to
answering the
riddles that
perplex every
business . . . but
what is intuitive
is not always
simple to act on
At CU*Answers,
we’re pushing
our network
and customerowners to crack
the riddle

Burn It Down: Revolution for Evolution
LET’S THINK ABOUT 2017-2026

 This year, everywhere at CU*Answers we are
challenging our ideas, our traditions, and our
execution
 Consider the future of CEO School:
 Our premise to date: The CEO of CU*Answers
teaching how he or she sees you leveraging
your investment in CU*Answers and
cuasterisk.com
 Does this premise still have legs going forward?
 It’s only natural that we would focus on data as
the foundation for what we do together – can
you think of other foundations for the next
series of CEO Schools?
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Today’s Focus

Engaging a Data
Focused World
What should a CEO
think about when it
comes to data and the
general marketplace,
the board, the staff,
and the everyday CU
stakeholder?
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 Executive awareness of data and trends (My CU Today in
the future)
 Internal tools moving outside of CU*BASE (My CU Today
Plus) – how would a CEO prioritize the migration?
 What does it mean to expose financial performance to a
wider audience – your CU general ledger on the web?
 What are your employees doing, not just from a security
perspective, but from a general performance analysis?
 Why the 2017 CU*BASE navigation project may change
everything about the way you see that future

 Virtual contact channels – new kinds of data for when an
employee is not part of the deal

Executive Awareness Of
Data and Trends
My CU Today in the Future
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The CEO’s Dilemma
At-Large Community
Members as Owners
Board
3rd Party Stakeholders

CEO
Executives / Management
Staff
Members as Customers
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Managers coordinate; CEOs
rely on the quality of their
insight and their ability to
use it as currency with every
stakeholder
Therefore, every CEO must
build a currency exchange
model to make sure their
insight reaches every corner
of their world at an
increasing pace

What is insight?
“THE CAPACITY TO GAIN AN ACCURATE AND DEEP INTUITIVE UNDERSTANDING OF A PERSON OR THING”

A CEO’s dilemmas related to insight:
 Acquiring insight
 Communicating insight
 Negotiating insight with stakeholders
 Inspiring one’s organization to act on insight
 Winning support based on people respecting
and validating one’s insight
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Nothing new here, except the world has
changed in how it expects leaders to interact
and design systems for these dilemmas

What is insight?
“THE CAPACITY TO GAIN AN ACCURATE AND DEEP INTUITIVE UNDERSTANDING OF A PERSON OR THING”

 In our approach, we’re thinking about each layer
in our data/insight exchange community
 We have 8 layers (BI user profiles)

 In this illustration, the user community is
restricted, classically, to inside the organization
 We’re a co-op...how do we make business
intelligence a consumable and bonding factor for
customer-owners?

 If data has the opportunity to be a currency with
our customer-owners and every layer of our
exchange, we need to work on expanding this
vision with the intent of CEOs focused on
cooperatives
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These dilemmas were the inspiration for
building My CU Today
ARCHITECTING AN EXCHANGE AS THE FOUNDATION FOR INSIGHT

 More than a tool, it is a space to immerse yourself and all of
your stakeholders in an environment full of data as the
foundation for insight
 It lets you build a community and include stakeholders in the
exchange, to negotiate insight and work together
 By selecting who is included, you set the foundation for
similar experiences, and the reconciliation of facts and what
they mean
 In an effort to inspire community grasp, the CEO can establish
their own grasp of the data and their ability to build a
community trusted with data
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What would it mean for you to have a real-time
exchange with stakeholders above and below you, and
leverage it for all the information swirling around you?

Have you set a goal to be micro-aware and impress
your stakeholders?
IN LEADING BY EXAMPLE, HAVE YOU SET YOUR WHOLE ORGANIZATION ON A PATH TO AWARENESS?

 You can argue that micro-awareness is a skill
required by CEOs today, and that it requires
far more than a tool like My CU Today
 But My CU Today concepts cover the
mechanics in answering most if not all of
the dilemmas related to managing insights
and rallying resources for success
 Given the importance of operational data to
CUs, it’s hard to believe that any CEO can
count on leading with insight if they have
not mastered the machinery related to data
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So let’s take a look at My CU Today and
talk about the tactics that you might
deploy to raise your level awareness
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We’re Planning for a New Community of Engaged Analysts
(YOU’RE CHUCKLING, AND HOPING WE DON’T HOLD OUR BREATH)

Stats as of October 2016:
 53 sites
 500+ board members, board
committee members,
auditors, and administrators
 250 visitors per month

Phone/Other
Mobile Device
8%

Tablet
34%
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Desktop
58%

https://www.cuanswers.com/products/coop/board-sites/

Connecting the Dots for Our Community
At-Large Community
Members as Owners
Board
3rd Party Stakeholders

CEO
Executives / Management
Staff
Members as Customers
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TACTICS
What data should we project to your open web
spaces?
What data should we project to It’s Me 247 desktop
and mobile banking?
How do we lower your communications costs and
create interactive brainstorming?
How do you turn the table and talk about your data;
how do we innovate beyond verifications?
How do you become first-person analyst, expert,
and insight machine?
How do you establish the speed of your firm and
the expectations for executives?
How do you correlate staff operations and your
strategies and confirm your interests?
If the customer is in on the secret, do your secrets
validate their decision to be your customer?

Internal Tools Moving
Outside of CU*BASE
How would a CEOs prioritize the migration?
What would maximize the impact on your
community trusted with data?
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My CU Today vs. My CU Today Plus
 My CU Today is a generic machine to build a
community and share data – it sets the vision
 My CU Today Plus focuses that community on
close-to-home tactics, roles, and mutual goals
 In 2017, we’ll work with My CU Today
developers at credit unions and at CU*Answers
to bridge the gap between operational tactics
and strategic targets
18

The goal will be to put
some punch into the
“what’s in it for me?”
value proposition at
each level of the
community stack

Enhancing My CU Today, Level by Level
At-Large Community

“This data helps me see why this CU is an asset to my
community”

Members as Owners

“This data confirms why I value my credit union ownership, and
why they value me as a trusted insider”

Board

“This data allows me to feel empowered to do my job, not just
validate what they show me at board meetings”

3rd Party Stakeholders

“In just a few minutes, this CU has given me the insight to take
my contributions to a whole new level, at a whole new price”

CEO
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TACTICS

“I have the power to build relationships with every level of my
stakeholder community, and to find common ground for a new
kind of collaboration”

Executives / Management

“This tool just gave me the time to think about data instead of
just gathering it – I’m on my way to being an innovator”

Staff

“I never knew that my CEO was interested in what we’re doing
down here in the weeds and tracking so closely”

Members as Customers

“It’s easy to go viral when you know something that makes you feel
good about your consumer choices – my CU takes the time to fill me
in on the secrets”

Members like to see what they have in common
with other members
WHAT IS THE CROWD DOING? WHAT CAN I LEARN FROM THE CROWD?

 The first feature from CU*BASE we
thought would engage the most levels
of the stack was Tiered Services data
 We predict members, and especially
board members, will be interested in
what people are doing with the CU
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 CEOs and executives use penetration
analysis as affirmation of tactics and
strategies
 Employees see penetration numbers as
a scorecard
 Third-party commentators see active
members as an indicator of
opportunity

Tiered Services Behind the Firewall
FILEXX, WHERE YOUR EMPLOYEES CAN TAKE STRATEGY TO A TACTICAL LEVEL
Common Bonds Analysis

(Management Processing: MNMGMT)

Tiered Svcs Forecast Report

Tiered Svcs Monthly Comparison

(Management Analysis Dashboards 2: MNMGME)
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(Management Processing: MNMGMT)

Tiered Services Behind the Firewall: Learn From a Peer
FILEXX, WHERE YOUR EMPLOYEES CAN TAKE STRATEGY TO A TACTICAL LEVEL

Learn From a Peer: Tiered Services Program Cfg
(Learn From a Peer: MNMGMA)

Learn From a Peer: Tiered Services Peer Analysis
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(Learn From a Peer: MNMGMA)

Tiered Services Behind the Firewall
FILEXX, WHERE YOUR EMPLOYEES CAN TAKE STRATEGY TO A TACTICAL LEVEL
Targeted Tiered Score Analysis

(Management Analysis Dashboards 2: MNMGME)
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The next target for My CU Today Plus
related to Tiered Services is the ability
to let the data community see how
member demographic groups score

Now let’s take a look at your numbers via My CU Today Plus...
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Remember this from yesterday?
WITH MY CU TODAY PLUS, THIS MIGHT GET EVEN TRICKIER

 Now we’re adding the books...
and the bookkeepers...and the
accountants...and the reconcilers
 My CU Today Plus is not designed
to tell you whether or not your
books are in balance with your
member accounts...
 ...it’s to tell you how your books
are trending, even if they are out
of balance
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Remember this from yesterday?
WITH MY CU TODAY PLUS, THIS MIGHT GET EVEN TRICKIER

 Now we’re adding the books...
What if CU*Answers put up a $100,000
and the bookkeepers...and the
contract to a data analytics CUSO to drive the
accountants...and the reconcilers
usage of My CU Today for the next three years?
 My CU Today Plus is not designed
to tell you whether or not Are
your
there any entrepreneurs in the room? We
books are in balance with your
started SRS Bookkeeping with this exact offer.
member accounts...
(And by the way, CU*Answers has been paying
 ...it’s to tell you how your books $100,000 a year for 10+ years.)
are trending, even if they are out
of balance
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Owners and professional stakeholders like to see the
financials that point to the CU’s success
“I’M AN INSIDER, AND I GET THE STRAIGHT SCOOP”

 After Tiered Services, next we targeted the numbers
 Replicating the key data from the CU*BASE general ledger into the
My CU Today warehouse to create new tools for the CEO’s
expanding data community

 We modeled the My CU Today Plus presentations on our
CU*BASE budgeting projects
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But before we jump into My CU Today Plus,
let’s take a look at what CU employees who
sign on to CU*BASE are doing

Budgeting Tools Behind the Firewall
FILEXX, WHERE YOUR EMPLOYEES CAN TAKE STRATEGY TO A TACTICAL LEVEL
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The Budget Project 2017

FEATURES TO BE DELIVERED IN THE 16.12 RELEASE

 Begin your modeling projections after
the calendar year has started
 Asset/liability projections can then use
your actual beginning-of-year balance
from Dec. month-end

 Attach free-form text Notes
 Create separate notes for each G/L type
(Income, Expenses, Assets, Liabilities)
plus add notes about the overall budget
 Record notes about the
calculation assumptions
you used when figuring
your budget figures or
running your modeling
projections
29

The Budget Project 2017

FEATURES TO BE DELIVERED IN THE 16.12 RELEASE

 Store and adjust multiple budgets
for the same budget year
 For comparing budgets that use
different assumptions (such as
aggressive vs. conservative)
 For creating mid-year budget
revisions
 For archiving a copy of a budget
before playing with some new
numbers
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 (And next year we’ll tackle
new models for investment
assets/income)

Now let’s take a look at your numbers via My CU Today Plus...
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Budget and Variance Tools via My CU Today Plus
BIG-PICTURE THINKERS ARE GOING TO DRIVE NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR DAY-TO-DAY PRACTITIONERS
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Think about your data exchange and all the layers – if they
want to use these tools, what do you need to do to change
your CU*BASE insiders so the data reaches the database?

Budget and Variance Tools via My CU Today Plus
BIG-PICTURE THINKERS ARE GOING TO DRIVE NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR DAY-TO-DAY PRACTITIONERS
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Think about your data exchange and all the layers – if they
want to use these tools, what do you need to do to change
your CU*BASE insiders so the data reaches the database?

Budget and Variance Tools via My CU Today Plus
BIG-PICTURE THINKERS ARE GOING TO DRIVE NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR DAY-TO-DAY PRACTITIONERS
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Think about your data exchange and all the layers – if they
want to use these tools, what do you need to do to change
your CU*BASE insiders so the data reaches the database?

Budget and Variance Tools via My CU Today Plus
BIG-PICTURE THINKERS ARE GOING TO DRIVE NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR DAY-TO-DAY PRACTITIONERS
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Think about your data exchange and all the
layers – if they want to use these tools, what
do you need to do to change your CU*BASE
insiders so the data reaches the database?

Budget and Variance Tools via My CU Today Plus
BIG-PICTURE THINKERS ARE GOING TO DRIVE NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR DAY-TO-DAY PRACTITIONERS
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For example, you have a board chairman who wants to understand
how board expenses are budgeted and how they are tracking...what
will you have to do to set the stage so he can do his work?

Budget and Variance Tools via My CU Today Plus
BIG-PICTURE THINKERS ARE GOING TO DRIVE NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR DAY-TO-DAY PRACTITIONERS
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For example, you have a board chairman who wants to understand
how board expenses are budgeted and how they are tracking...what
will you have to do to set the stage so he can do his work?

Budget and Variance Tools via My CU Today Plus
BIG-PICTURE THINKERS ARE GOING TO DRIVE NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR DAY-TO-DAY PRACTITIONERS
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For example, you have a board chairman who wants to understand
how board expenses are budgeted and how they are tracking...what
will you have to do to set the stage so he can do his work?

Budget and Variance Tools via My CU Today Plus
BIG-PICTURE THINKERS ARE GOING TO DRIVE NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR DAY-TO-DAY PRACTITIONERS
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For example, you have a board chairman who wants to understand
how board expenses are budgeted and how they are tracking...what
will you have to do to set the stage so he can do his work?

What else might we add that will drive you to
change inside your operations?
BIG-PICTURE THINKERS ARE GOING TO DRIVE NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR DAY-TO-DAY PRACTITIONERS

 What if in the future My CU Today Plus included:






Call Reports and your trends
AIRES files and their trends
Future examiner data extracts
Concentration risks and their trends
etc....

 My CU Today Plus may become a compass for
what is needed in your data exchange with a
new community of interested people, and that
may force you to change the way your people
use internal solutions and their priorities
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A new database and dashboard made for
My CU Today Plus
FROM THE LAST 5 YEARS, YOU HAVE 1,825 +/- DAILY INCOME AND EXPENSE ACCRUAL REPORTS

 What have you done with them?
 Here’s what we’re going to do:
 Create new daily data, designed
to give answers and trend income
and expense concepts over time
 Add a CU*BASE operational
feature and include the data in
FILExxDW
 Replicate the data to the My CU
Today warehouse and create new
tools to show details lost when
you simply archive daily reports
41

Analysis Dashboards
87
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dashboards
...and counting!

While we all consider what’s next for
My CU Today Plus, let’s look at the
tools your day-to-day teams can access
that you should be aware of

Before we dive in, a bit of history...
DASHBOARDS ARE BASED ON A SIMPLE TEMPLATE APPLIED TO A DIVERSE SET OF DATA AND GOALS

 Our standard for CU*BASE dashboards:
1. Select a group of records with something in common to analyze (loan
apps processed between Oct 1 & 31, members who joined the CU last
year, checking accounts opened last month, etc.)
2. The user is presented with a series of options to work with each of
these records, one at a time (approve the app, send TIS disclosures,
order a debit card, etc.)
3. The user is presented with a set of analyses that take the selected
records and show as many pertinent facts as possible about that
batch (# of apps pending, # of members who joined by age or gender,
checking accounts opened by a specific employee, etc.)

 Step 1 is like a report, Step 3 is like the totals or summary section
on a report, but Step 2 creates a unique palette of opportunity to
work and analyze at the same time
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Embedded in these dashboards
is the ability to go active, right
now, every time...and all you
have to do is plan to do so
Have you created a
communication manager and
assigned them regular
dashboard activities to ensure a
low-cost reach-out to your
members?

Is this gaining traction in your shop?

Before CU Employee Push the Buttons, a Leader
Must Push Theirs
ARE YOU BUILDING A CULTURE DRIVEN BY DATA AWARENESS?
Actionable

 Analysis with an expected
outcome: I will act
 Before you ask for data, before
you read a report, before you
hear a proposal for action, you
already anticipate doing
something
 Data is not just noise to you

You’re here to commit
to action by knowing
what is possible
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Analytical

 The ability to analyze: A
budgeted commitment
 You’ve prioritized analysis, put
some of your best thinkers on
the project, budgeted time and
cash to the project, and you’re
determined to get an ROI on the
data work you do

How could CU*Answers
build a collaborative
investment for
analysis?

Approach

 A manner in which a
problem is solved: A plan
 You’ve made a commitment to
yourself and your Board that
this is a management priority
and approach
 You’ve sold it as one of your
talents
Why we’re all here: to share
and exchange plans in the
hope that a group of thinkers
is better than one

A Leader Must Connect the Dots
PROCESS VISION EMBEDDED IN HELP

 The “Building the Factory” documents help
you complete the ASAP process with each
CU*BASE dashboard

 Ask a targeted question
 See the potential members to contact
 Act on the potential with intent: the
message with the method

 Profit (you’re on your own here)
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http://www.cuanswers.com/resources/
building-the-factory/

A Leader Must Prepare a Team for the Stage
STEER THE DEBATE BASED ON WHAT YOU KNOW

 Where are you on the evolution of data presentation
in your operation?
 We’ve gone from print, to on-screen presentation, to
delivering PDFs...and today we’re discussing web
presentations
 Are you maximizing all of your options? With your
staff? With your senior team?
 Can you move data directly to your board
and the everyday customer-owner?
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Who at your credit union has a graphical eye that
could add to the development effort focused on
presenting data to win?

A Leader Should Know Why We Do the Work
WHEN GATHERING DATA IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN KNOWING THE DATA, YOU’RE OFF THE MARK

 To comply with archival regulations and best practices
 To validate and affirm the results of our efforts
 To present to examiners and Board members and create a corporate record
 To present to management and use in performance analysis (staff)
 To comply with third-party obligations such as the 5300

 To analyze and calculate adjustments to our plans and futures
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Gathering Data

(reduce $ cost)

Analyzing Data

(increase time)

Acting on Data

(multiply the events)

Know our member and make adjustments to keep their attention
Know our operations and make adjustments to build an effective factory
Know our identity and validate the response to who you think you are
Know our plan through verifying the hypothesis and the hopeful outcome
When was the last time you really challenged your
ROI on these activities and your effectiveness around
crafting designs and planning data-related tactics?

Management Analysis Dashboards 1 Menu
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A sneak peek at some enhancements currently on
the drawing board...
3-MONTH TRENDS FOR THE ALL ACCOUNTS ANALYSIS DASHBOARD

Current
Analysis
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Currently in Development

New 3-Month
Trend Option

A sneak peek at some enhancements currently on
the drawing board...
3-MONTH TRENDS FOR THE ALL ACCOUNTS ANALYSIS DASHBOARD

Current
Analysis
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Currently in Development

New 3-Month
Trend Option

A sneak peek at some enhancements currently on
the drawing board...
3-MONTH TRENDS FOR THE ALL ACCOUNTS ANALYSIS DASHBOARD

Current
Analysis
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Currently in Development

New 3-Month
Trend Option

A sneak peek at some enhancements currently on
the drawing board...
3-MONTH TRENDS FOR THE ALL ACCOUNTS ANALYSIS DASHBOARD

Current
Analysis
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Currently in Development

New 3-Month
Trend Option

Management Analysis Dashboards 2 Menu
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“Know Your Member” Analysis Tools Menu
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Teller & Cash Analysis Tools Menu
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Member Communication Menu

56

Learn From a Peer Menu

57

Back Office Menu
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5300 Call Report Tools

59

General Ledger Menu

Have you been tracking
along with the CEO
project to make 24x7
operations a reality?
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A CEO Project for the 2018 Planning Season

WHAT WE STUDY IN 2017 WILL SET THE FOUNDATION FOR YEARS TO COME

 In 2016 we made great
progress on the 24-hour day
 Converted to stand-in by
individual CU, expanding
the # of hours of real-time
processing for every CU
 Started live time zone
processing (at the Grand
Rapids data center) so that
every CU’s daily cycle goes
through midnight, no
matter where their CU
resides

 It will take CEOs to radically
change the way we see 7day-a-week processing
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Our teams are currently brainstorming on a way
to rally CEOs to change the way our network sees
business-day rules...do you want to get involved?

A New Kind of Dashboard
Dashboards designed to answer questions that haven’t been asked yet
“I’ve run this CU for 20 years and never needed
that answer. Why would I need it now?”
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Management Processing/Active Beta Tests Menu
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Why would we spend $100K of internal resources to
develop “Losing the Love” concepts?
FOR AN ANALYSTS BENCH AND A PERSON IN SEARCH OF HIDDEN TRENDS

Currently in Special Beta
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Slated for Release with 16.12

Let’s take a look...

How do member relationships net out?
Does it matter?
WHAT YOU CAN LEARN FROM A LABEL LIKE “NET BORROWER” OR “NET SAVER”

Peer Net Relationship Analysis

(Management Processing/Active Beta Tests: MNMGMT)

Net Relationships Dashboard
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(Management Processing/Active Beta Tests: MNMGMT)

Let’s take a look...

...and you thought “Look to Book” seemed like
such a simple concept
WE GIVE YOU A BOOK OF ANSWERS...YOU MIGHT NEED TO TELL US WHICH ONES YOU LIKE MOST

Look-to-Book Ratio Analysis

(Management Processing/Active Beta Tests: MNMGMT)
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Let’s have Geoff Johnson take us through this one...

Data Boot Camp and Your Assignment
At-Large Community

Can you identify 3 dashboard concepts that would be
interesting to this audience?

Members as Owners

Is there a tool we have in CU*BASE that would make an
owner feel more connected?

Board
3rd Party Stakeholders

CEO
Executives / Management
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TACTICS

How can data make your board members feel like they can
track goals, search for insight, and participate on a new level?
How can you have conversations around your data more
often, and in consumable pieces?
Think about your total audience for insight – can you
prioritize what we need in My CU Today Plus so they will
engage with you?
What tools could you use through My CU Today that would
eliminate prep costs and increase analytical time?

Staff

What tools do your employees use on a daily basis that allow
both you and them to connect the dots with strategy?

Members as Customers

Can you find 3-5 statistical validations of why customers
should feel better about their choice to do business with you?

What are your employees
doing?
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Not just from a security perspective, but from a general
performance analysis?
Why the 2017 CU*BASE navigation project may change
everything about the way you see that future

A real tool for navigation with an
opportunity for free analysis
ANOTHER FLY-ON-THE-WALL APPROACH

https://www.cuanswers.com/resources/kitchen/

 We’ve talked about the user experience for members
as customers and members as owners...
 ...now let’s talk about the employee experience and
what we’ll be doing in 2017
 And when it comes to the
employee experience, it doesn’t
get much closer to home than
the way users navigate CU*BASE
 More than just a pretty new face
– a completely new infrastructure
on which we can build for years
to come
69

1,012

CU*BASE tools

This project
will need your
endorsement
and constant
cheerleading
in 2017!

Coming in
February!

A new way to
navigate to
CU*BASE tools
 The CU*BASE menudriven navigation
system is being
replaced by the new
CU*BASE Tools home
page
 Driven by a powerful
new search engine
 Shorter learning curve
for new users
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Serving the Google
generation –
searching is the
new norm

Coming in
February!

A new way to
navigate to
CU*BASE tools
 The CU*BASE menudriven navigation
system is being
replaced by the new
CU*BASE Tools home
page
 Driven by a powerful
new search engine
 Shorter learning curve
for new users
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Serving the Google
generation –
searching is the
new norm

Coming in
February!

A new way to
navigate to
CU*BASE tools
 Flexible interface with
an “it’s me” approach –
organize your tools the
way you like

Permanent tool
#s that we can
refer to in doc
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Click to sort by
description

More shortcuts than
ever for your keyboard
power users

Show just the
tools you want
to see

Coming in
February!

A new way to
navigate to
CU*BASE tools
 Flexible interface with
an “it’s me” approach –
organize your tools the
way you like
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Flag your
favorites and
make your
own custom
“menu”

A new way to
navigate to
CU*BASE tools
 Flexible interface with
an “it’s me” approach –
organize your tools the
way you like
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Coming in
February!

Coming in
February!

A new way to
find your analysis
dashboards
 Search by key word
OR
 Filter by
Category
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Filters to see
all related
tools in one
place

Coming in
February!

A new way to
find your analysis
dashboards
 Search by key word
OR
 Filter by
Category
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Filters to see
all related
tools in one
place

A new way to
find your analysis
dashboards
 Search by key word
OR
 Filter by
Category
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Coming in
February!

Coming in
February!

A new way to
learn about
CU*BASE tools
 Employees, managers,
and security officers
will have ready access
to details about what
the tool does and who
should be using it
Learn while
you work
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Coming in
February!

A new way to
learn about
CU*BASE tools
 Employees, managers,
and security officers
will have ready access
to details about what
the tool does and who
should be using it
Learn while
you work
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“But I liked it the way it was before!”
GO-TO POINTS SO YOU CAN BE A CHEERLEADER FOR THE NEW NAVIGATION

 Search right from the home page – faster and
more intuitive search engine
 Sort your list the way you like
 Set up your favorites and assign your own
option number – your tools in the order you like
them
 Favorites are by employee ID, not workstation –
use them anywhere you’re working
 Permanent tool #s we can reference in our help
doc and release summaries – no more outdated
references
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 Shortcuts for any tool – no extra security
settings needed

86 new shortcuts on day one!

 See only the tools you can use – but you can
still get curious about new tools to explore
 Old MNXXXX shortcuts are still available to help
with the transition – we haven’t forgotten
about our current power users!
 Much faster learning curve for new users –
designed for both mouse and keyboard users
 Cool stuff for data analysis and auditors, too –
embedded tools to explain program names

There is one group that won’t need much
cheerleading, though...
THINGS JUST GOT ABOUT A THOUSAND PERCENT BETTER FOR YOUR SECURITY OFFICERS

VS.
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I hope your “My Tools” list doesn’t look like this
IT WON’T BE A SECRET ANYMORE HOW OFTEN YOU SIGN ON – GET READY FOR NEXT YEAR’S CEO SCHOOL
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Once again, you will have to
push your big-picture thinkers
into what this tool should
mean to your line personnel,
and then make it happen

Virtual Contact Channels
New kinds of data for when an employee is
not part of the deal
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Non-transactional Data is Driving Our Building New
Data Warehouses
STUDYING THE STORY AROUND A TRANSACTION IS AN OPTIONAL ACTIVITY

 What is the difference between data that is important to every CU operator and data that might only
fit a few CUs based on their strategic initiatives and available time?
 Everyone understands transactional data (what we did with members that affects their accounts, their
required information as members, and our balance sheets and income statements) – it’s black and white
 But what would drive a CU to want to know every CU*BASE function used in the Phone Operator suite of
features when talking to 5,000 members in the last 90 days? That might be 67,500 records to analyze (5,000
callers * 3 months * 4.5 features per call)

 Likewise, what would drive a CU to want to know every It’s Me 247 function that members viewed? That
might be 432,000 records to analyze (2,400 visits * 3 months * 6 features per login)

 I can think of many reasons, and do plan to build a business around extended data and analytics, but
I concede it will be a specialty, and something of a sub-set of the way we think as a network today
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Even if CUs claim they understand transactions in the
physical world, we’re nowhere close to understanding
what we’ll need to about the virtual world

Revisiting Optics and Where
We’re Going in 2017
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Revisiting Optics and Where
We’re Going in 2017

7 CUs with Phone
Optics Activated

Element
FOCUS
Frankenmuth
Glacier Hills
Honor
MidUSA
Verve

Start Date

May 1, 2016
May 1, 2016
September 26, 2016
May 1, 2016
September 26, 2016
May 1, 2016
September 26, 2016

Total # of records written
out to WRAPUP file
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Element
FOCUS
Frankenmuth
Glacier Hills
Honor
MidUSA
Verve

1,882,344
140,416
28,741
322,747
357,565
474,605
160,801
397,378

Feature that was
accessed most*
Element
FOCUS
Frankenmuth
Glacier Hills
Honor
MidUSA
Verve

Phone Op Account
Inquiry (IPHTRN)

*Excludes START ACCT, NEW ACCT, and EXIT

27,301 records
1,790 records
49,831 records
56,772 records
44,602 records
24,786 records
61,596 records

Revisiting Optics and Where
We’re Going in 2017
Busiest day serving
members using Phone Op
Element
FOCUS
Frankenmuth
Glacier Hills
Honor
MidUSA
Verve
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5/3/2016
7/7/2016
10/3/2016
7/26/2016
10/3/2016
5/23/2016
10/3/2016

Day of
Week

#of
records

Tues
Thur
Mon
Tues
Mon
Mon
Mon

1,872
526
18,996
3,650
10,448
1,985
16,001

Total # of unique EMPLOYEES serving
members using Phone Operator services

977

Element
FOCUS
Frankenmuth
Glacier Hills
Honor
MidUSA
Verve

34
47
228
67
276
126
199

Total # of unique MEMBERS served
using Phone Operator services
Element
FOCUS
Frankenmuth
Glacier Hills
Honor
MidUSA
Verve

110,883
3,728
3,281
18,127
12,696
37,422
8,770
26,859

Revisiting Optics and Where
We’re Going in 2017

46.7%
44.1%

49.3%

50.6%

44.1%

FOCUS
Element

41.0%
MidUSA

Glacier Hills
Frankenmuth

41.9%
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47.9%

49.3%

54.8%

Gender Breakdown

Honor

45.7%

Male

Verve

40.4%
52.3%

Female

58.0%

Organization

Unknown

Revisiting Optics and Where
We’re Going in 2017
eStatement Penetration for Unique
Members served via Phone Op

Element
Focus
Frankenmuth
Glacier Hills
Honor
MidUSA
Verve

48.7%
58.6%
55.2%
53.0%
65.1%
27.1%
60.6%

Online Banking penetration for Unique
Members served via Phone Op

Element
Focus
Frankenmuth
Glacier Hills
Honor
MidUSA
Verve

Active Average Closed-End Loan Balance
for Unique Members served via Phone Op
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Element
Focus
Frankenmuth
Glacier Hills
Honor
MidUSA
Verve

$11,485
$13,442
$23,401
$16,749
$23,413
$12,013
$20,289

43.5%
49.4%
53.1%
51.0%
56.8%
36.9%
57.8%

Active Average Open-End Loan Balance for
Unique Members served via Phone Op

Element
Focus
Frankenmuth
Glacier Hills
Honor
MidUSA
Verve

$3,428
$2,614
$2,955
$1,325
$2,932
$4,831
$3,551

Revisiting Optics and Where
We’re Going in 2017
Average Age for Unique
Members Served via Phone Op

46

47.6

Average PPM/SPM for Unique
Members Served via Phone Op
5.3

51.9
42.6

43.2

45

46.4

4
2.4

3

3

2.6

3

2.7

PPM
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4.3

4
2.6

SPM

2.8 3

3.3

Designing for a Data Warehouse
DATA THAT CU*BASE DESIGNERS ARE CONSIDERING FOR NEW STRATEGIES

 Adapting current CU*BASE ideas
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Extended transaction history
Extended Tracker history
Bill payment subscriber info
Bill payment history
Raw OTB data (from the vendor before we parse






CU uploads
Social media data (ChatterYak)
Data from previous core processor
Any data currently purged by CU*BASE
processes that a CU might want available
online

out the few fields we need)

 Adding new tactics and strategies
 New processes to upload data from outside
CU*BASE
 CU-designed data through combining multiple data
sources into a new table
 The new tables related to credit union-defined
custom fields

 Things to ponder






Retention
Pricing
Encryption for sensitive data?
Availability (HA, DR/BR)
Daily/monthly backups

Bill Payment Data That May Change Everything
A DASHBOARD FOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND AN ENTRY INTO FRAUD APPROACHES

Currently in Development
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Bill Payment Data That May Change Everything
A DASHBOARD FOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND AN ENTRY INTO FRAUD APPROACHES

Currently in Development
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Wrap-up

In your packet...
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Remember the old
membership app is
being sunset this
year!

In your packet...
Watch for new things
this year from
CU*OverDrive!

A year’s worth of
CU*BASE
releases...are you
tracking these tools?
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In your packet...
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In your packet...
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Join us!
After you leave here you
can participate online for
the balance of the year

 Dashboard Dives
 Active Beta Study Group
http://study.cuanswers.com
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Thanks for the day!
Now to get ready for tonight’s
networking session...

Question #2:

Two entrepreneurs order a drink. “If
CU*Answers is going to put $100,000
into a firm ready to build analytics
around My CU Today, I might just have
to build that company. Would you be
interested in partnering, investing, or
competing with my new firm?”

Question #1:

Two CEOs walk into a bar. “Do
you buy in to this idea that a
CEO can prosper by building a
community with which to
exchange data? How do you
think it will pay off? Or is
Randy out of his mind?”

Cocktails begin at 5:00!

